After School
and
Crosswalk Safety Expectations

Tisdale Elementary School

What do I need to do after
school?
When the bell rings at 3:25, I need to remember the following:


Make sure I know what my after school plans are



Gather up my belongings quickly (make sure I have my agenda, lunch
kit, backpack, homework, etc.)



Wait quietly for my teacher to dismiss our class before leaving



Walk down the hallway, remembering to stay on the right side and
facing forward



I will keep my hands and feet to myself and respect others’ personal
space

When I get to the boot room, I will
remember to:


Be patient and wait my turn



Put on my outdoor footwear, being careful not to push and shove others



Make sure that I only touch my own footwear



Use my inside voice



Put my cap on when I am inside of the boot room



Exit the boot room, making sure I am careful when opening the door so
as not to bump others. Offer to hold the door for others if their arms are
full

On my way to the bus or
crosswalk, I will:


Keep my hands and feet to myself



Be care and watch for others



Respect plants and trees that have been planted around the school



Stay on the sidewalk and out of any mud and water



Remember my after school plans and go directly to where I am
supposed to be (ie. bus, walking/riding my bike home, etc.) I will not stop
to play on the equipment or visit with others.



Remember to go quickly to the bus so others are not looking for me



Remember not to walk into the parking lot or through the bus line up



Be respectful to others and school property

Crosswalk Safety
It is very important that I follow the crosswalk
safety rules and remember to:


Use the crosswalk when crossing the street.



Walk quickly across the street



Walk (and not ride) my bike across the street



Listen to the safety patrollers and supervisors



Be a good example for others

Why is it important to follow after school
and crosswalk rules?


To ensure the safety of myself and others



To make sure I am not keeping the buses waiting



To prevent others from worrying about and having to
look for me



To be a responsible T.E.S student



To demonstrate respect and responsibility for myself,
others, and school property

